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DOWNDRAFT COOKER HOOD &
INDUCTION HOB
WOODLANDS- HDB

A MODERN
COOKING
Home cooking had became an art and
enjoyment of living. It had drive the joy of
the family.

AN MODERN
OWNER
The owner is staying at HDB
Woodlands, Singapore.
A modern and luxury concept of
kitchen.

OBRO INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD

www.obrointl.com.sg

A MODERN
COOKER HOOD
An elegant & classy design of downdraft
cooker hood & induction hob set. A new
living style to match your quality life.

REVOLUTIONIZE

Technology had became part of our life and the

THE WAY OF COOKING!

intelligence of technology had increased the

INTELLIGENCE

living style & quality of life.

The "

Hob "

Downdraft Cooker Hood

and

Induction

is a new revolution for Asia cooking style.

With the latest technology, it had enhanced the
performance to meet the market needs and
leading the home cooking concept to next
level. More and more homeowner is looking for
safer, faster, stylish, elegant, classy design for
their home kitchen.

Youtube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IpCyPPDC8NQ
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Elegant
A stylish design of cooker hood & hob
in the world to present the art of living.
The downdraft cooker hood is not only
a normal hood, it also an entertainment
and enjoyment of living style.

02

Classy
The downdraft cooker hood and
induction hob is the most classy
concept for premium, modernised and
contemporary design kitchen.

03

Performance
The technology had enhance the real
power of the suction. Fast, safe, and
aesthetically pleasing. The
induction generates at the minimum
heat, even maintain the kitchens stay
cool while cooking, and surfaces
remain safe to touch.

04

Safety
Safety is our top priority. As such, our
product development and technology
requirement are giving the best to
ensure on safety measures and provide
the assurance to our customer.

Youtube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Kw87ev3dvv8

TRENDING

Kitchen

Appliances
What's happening today? Bored of
normal cooking way?

New trend has come! Its cool, fun and
entertaining!

NOW the trend of cooker hoods & hobs
is changing, you may observe a lot of
nice and fancy design cooker hood with
high standard quality and technology. It
had transformed the cooker hood and
hob become a fashion of New Living
Style & Art of Cooking.

The trend of upper cabinets
disappeared and walls can be opened
up/change to glass, what we called
"Naked Kitchen" with simplified kitchen
design, all the appliances and storages
have shifted underneath cabinets.
Installed with designed and high
technology kitchen appliances.

Many people is following and catching
up with this trend. However, the key is
always, include trends that you love and
that reflect your taste throughout the
rest of the home.
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